Across
1. The cook wears a white _____.
3. The people will _____ together in the room.
5. This car is older than the _____ one.
8. The water _____ holds six gallons.
10. Can a _____ move faster than a jet?
12. Please carry the key in your _____.
14. The temperature rose by one _____.
16. Do not tell anyone the _____.
17. I _____ that you are the winner.
18. He knows _____ or not the door is open.
19. Mail the _____ at the post office.

Down
1. Nod your head if you _____ with me.
2. A blender is a simple _____.
4. Will the noise _____ the baby?
6. I am _____ that a bee will sting me.
7. We are proud of goals we _____.
9. The farmer fed corn to his _____.
11. The bus _____ costs one dollar.
13. I dream when I am _____.
15. The joke is _____ silly.